
Adapterplatte AF Multi GSE©

Technical Product Information

1Non-binding product information: AF Multi GSE©

Unique and flexible in functionality:1

- clamping circuit extension from one machine line to three working lines 

- adjustable clamping sequence and working pressures

- adaptation possibility for different fixture systems

- adaptation possibility for different machine manufacturers and types

- 8 media feedthrough, coding freely selectable (hydraulics / pneumatics)
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Innovation that pays off. Flexibility for your existing and new 
hydraulic fixtures with the new AF Multi GS.

Often the machinery in production and job shops grows historically. Therefore either many different manufacturers

of machines are available or the model series of one machine type varies. As a result of the machine mix the 

hydraulic fixtures belong to a certain machine, this harms the flexibility and capacity oft he production process 

and planing.

The aim of the AF Multi GSE is to give the flexibility back to the planning process. Making each fixture available 

for each machine. This Adapter Plate acts as the necessary interface between geomatric and hydraulic 

connections of machine and fixture.

If new fixtures are planned for the flexible use the hydraulic control modules of the AF Multi GSE are ready to 

be used. This means control modules on the new fixture are obsolete translating in a big saving opportunity.



1Non-binding product information: AF Multi GSE©

Further innovative functions in planning:2

- compatibility for devices with and without zero point clamping system 

- compatibility for zero point clamping systems from different manufacturers

- time-controlled sequence circuits

- 10 media feedthrough, coding freely selectable (hydraulics / pneumatics)
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Adapter plate AF Multi GSE

The AF Multi GSE offers adaptability for different fixture systems 
on machines of different manufacturers. 


